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Stainless Steel Dispensers

PPE DISPENSING SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY MARKET
catalog legend

Our goal is to make your life easier. You’ll find just what you’re looking for in a breeze with our easy to spot colorful icons throughout the catalog.

Look for Key Feature Icons

Key feature icons let you know about special product features that can help you choose the best product to fit your needs.

Online Tools & Product Videos

• cross references
  See if your box fits in our dispenser:
  BowmanDispensers.com/Product-Cross-Reference-Information

• product videos
  Learn more and watch demonstration videos:
  BowmanDispensers.com/Product-Videos

stainless steel characteristics

durability
Stainless Steel is used overwhelmingly for its corrosion and oxidation resistance characteristics. Along with being sturdy, it is also fire and heat resistant. The work-hardening properties of stainless steel gives the material a great strength-to-weight advantage over other materials. It also provides impact resistance and robustness in extreme temperatures.

hygiene & appearance
The simple cleaning ability of stainless steel makes it easy to comply in strict hygiene usage areas. Stainless steel has a bright, stain resistant surface and a pleasing aesthetic appearance.

long term value
The strength and durability of stainless steel often makes it the best value option.
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bulk dispensers

LIMITLESS ORGANIZING & STORAGE OPTIONS

From caps and booties to coffee pods and candy, Bulk Dispensing Solutions from BOWMAN offer convenient storage and accessibility—for any market.

Bottom & Top Dispensing - Tall Bulk Bins

All bulk dispensing options are flow-through dispensing: top loading and dispense from top or bottom

All consumable items are for demonstration purposes only and are not available for purchase through BOWMAN®

Bottom & Top Dispensing - Short Bulk Bin

Specialty Dispensers

FOOD SERVICE

Gloves

SCRUB BRUSHES  STICKY NOTES

HARDWARE  TOWELS

TEA BAG & HOT COCOA PACKETS

Boot Covers  Small Shop Tools

Surgeons Caps

SHOE COVERS

SMALL MEASURING TAPES

Earplugs  Hair Nets

Small Shop Tools  Boot Covers  Beard Covers  Surgeons Caps

GL102-0300  Glove Box Dispenser - Single

cross reference: online

FS001-0300  Wax Paper Dispenser

cross reference: online

BK002-0300  Short Single
Glove box dispensers

Universal Appeal

Glove box dispensing solutions from BOWMAN fit any industry and organizational need:
- Top, right, and left loading options
- Vertical and horizontal mounting choices
- Divided or non-divided dispenser options
- Single, double, triple, and quad layouts
- Changing PPE suppliers means you can keep using the same dispensers, as BOWMAN accommodates most brands

Mounting Options

Versatile mounting keyholes allow Glove Box Dispensers to be permanently mounted in the direction of your choice:
- Choose horizontal or vertical mount based on loading preference or space availability
- Use hardware recommended by building or maintenance staff

Learn more about glove box dispensers: BowmanDispensers.com/Product-Videos

Divided
Easy Restock

GS-124 Quad
GS-004 Single
GS-123 Triple
GS-122 Double

Non-Divided
Cost Effective

GS-006 Triple
GS-005 Double
GS-004 Single
GS-006 Quad
alternative glove box dispenser options

Unique box size or space restrictions for dispensing? BOWMAN offers more than your standard Glove Box Dispenser configuration to fit any space.

Vertical Top Loading

Top Loading and Space Saver Glove Box Dispensers are loaded from the top only and therefore require that all glove boxes be removed to replace the bottom box.

All consumable items are for demonstration purposes only and are not available for purchase through BOWMAN.

compatible

BOWMAN Glove Box Dispensers come in a myriad of sizing and color options to integrate seamlessly into any environment. Whether you need a standard place to store a few boxes of gloves, or have many rooms and varieties of gloves to organize, BOWMAN has your perfect fit.
Early isolation: Arm frontline staff with the tools necessary to isolate potentially infected patients upon arrival.

**Protection Systems**

**EASY & ADAPTABLE**
- Perfect for Sterile Processing and Lab environments
- Great for areas where space constraints apply
- Standardize PPE location
- Cost effective alternative to isolation carts

**PS016-0300 Protection System**

**Part Number** | **Product Name** | **Page** | **W (L) H D** | **Product Weight**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
B0001-0300 | Bulk Dispenser - Tall Single Bin - Stainless Steel | 4 | PH | 4.00 4.00 12.00 19.40 | 1.10 KG
CM | 3.00 4.50 6.00 9.60 | 0.60 KG
EM | 3.00 4.50 6.00 9.60 | 0.60 KG
RG-006-0300 | Glove Box Dispenser - Single with Flexible Spring - Stainless Steel | 5 | PH | 5.60 6.00 6.20 14.50 | 1.30 KG
CM | 4.50 5.00 8.50 14.00 | 1.00 KG
EM | 4.50 5.00 8.50 14.00 | 1.00 KG
FS001-0300 | Sign Holder - Clip-On - Clear PETG Plastic | 6 | PH | 9.60 10.60 9.20 21.00 | 0.80 KG
CM | 6.50 8.00 11.00 21.00 | 0.50 KG
EM | 6.50 8.00 11.00 21.00 | 0.50 KG
GL018-0300 | Glove Box Dispenser - Single - Food Service - Narrow - Stainless Steel | 7 | PH | 6.00 6.40 6.80 14.20 | 1.10 KG
CM | 5.00 5.50 9.00 14.00 | 0.90 KG
EM | 5.00 5.50 9.00 14.00 | 0.90 KG
GL032-0300 | Quick Reference Card for Transmission Based Precautions - Horizontal - PVC Plastic | 8 | PH | 9.76 12.00 0.31 7.20 | 0.00 KG
CM | 8.76 11.00 0.31 7.20 | 0.00 KG
EM | 8.76 11.00 0.31 7.20 | 0.00 KG

Don’t see what you’re looking for? Ask us about our custom design capabilities.

Minimum quantities apply.
Ask your distributor for us by name. Accept no imitations. There's only one genuine BOWMAN.

**easy ORDERING**

order online: Check out conveniently from your phone, tablet or computer: BowmanDispensers.com

order through your regular distributor: Find a list of our distributors online: BowmanDispensers.com/About-Us/Distributors

order over the phone: Give us a call with questions or to place an order:
toll free: 800.962.4660
telephone: 360.435.5277